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Centro PINUS

Influencing policies 
Stakeholders Forum

Technical Committees
CommunicationInformation| Data R&D

Who we are|| What we do

Non profit association created in 1998

Main goal: improve  maritime pine forest production and productivity according to industry needs
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Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (PWN causal agent) global distribution
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Source: EPP0, 2021

B. 
xylophilus is 
believed to 
originate 
from North 
America

Widespread 
in Canada 
and the USA

Native pine 
trees in North 
America do 
not suffer 
from pine 
wilt disease

Japan: 1905
Taiwan:1985
China: 2008
S. Korea:2008

Portugal 
1999
Spain
2008
Madeira 
2009

Introduced to the EU

Introduced to Asia

Wood products
circulation is the main
cause of artificial 
dispersion

Severe attacks happened 
where it was introduced 
outside the original 
distribution 

https://gd.eppo.int/taxon/BURSXY/distribution
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Pine Wood Nematode 101 || the  triad + favourable environment
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Vulnerable host
Most conifers
Tipically pines

A long-horned beetle of the 
genus Monochamus acts as vector
(Monochamus galloprovincialis in the EU)

Adult beetles can 
transmit B. 
xylophilus during
oviposition and via 
the feeding wounds that 
are made during 
maturation feeding

The nematode spreads 
through the tree and  
eventually kills it—that’s 
perfect for the beetles, 
which lay their eggs in 
dead or dying wood

Pictures adapted from Sousa et al. and Mota
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Pine Wilt Disease Detection and Identification
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Sines (South Portugal) | Severe attack
Picture: José Manuel Rodrigues

Symptoms are unspecific and may include:
Rapid discoloration
(yellowing, browning and/or reddening)
Loss of needles 
Loss of resin pressure 

Detection is only confirmed by lab identification.

Pine wilt can be sudden and tree death  can occur within 1 to 
3 months.

Early autumn is when most of the symptoms  appear.

In Portugal
Mostly adult stands (> 15 years) 
Attacks more likely in old stands or trees
Symptoms commonly start in the biggest tree
Typically, a few trees die every year
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How can Pine Wood Nematode impact the EU
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Bursaphenechus xylophilus is a Union quarantine pest* and it is also listed as a priority pest**.

*listed in Annex II, part B, of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/2072
** Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/1702

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02019R2072-20201223
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32019R1702
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Host range and main hosts in the EU
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Source: Corine Land Cover 
year 2012 version 18.5 by 
European Environment Agency

B. xylophilus has been 
reported  in the EU on

Maritime pine
Pinus pinaster

European black pine
Pinus nigra

Monterey pine 
Pinus radiata

https://efsa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=4a10774369904c8c9c0c9d7b41ed1f5f
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Possible impact in the EU
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Areas where the mean 
temperature was 20C 
or higher were 
considered to be at 
higher risk for pine wilt 
disease expression.

Areas suitable for rapid
wilt expression inlude:
Portugal
Spain
Southern France
Italy
Slovenia
Croatia

Hungary
Romania

Gruffudd et al., 2016, 
cited by EFSA, 2020

Pinewood nematode has 
large economic 
consequences for the conifer 
forestry industry in the EU.

Substantial impacts in terms 
of infested stock are 
expected in Portugal, Spain, 
Southern France, and 
Northwest Italy but not 
elsewhere in the EU.

Soliman et al., 2012

Conifer wood demand is 
expected to increase globally 
and in the EU 

Picos, 2019

https://efsa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=4a10774369904c8c9c0c9d7b41ed1f5f
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0045505
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339698336_PERSPECTIVAS_FUTURAS_DEL_MERCADO_DE_LA_MADERA_DE_CONIFERAS_EL_PAPEL_DE_LA_MEJORA_GENETICA_EN_LA_COBERTURA_DE_LA_DEMANDA
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Our Story: Pine Wood Nematode evolution
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Map: ICNF, 2020

The pink zone 
had a positive 
sample

Most pine 
stands are 
healthy

94% have low or
no mortality
ICNF, 2019

New positives PT

1999 

Introduction in 
the south

2008

First Detection 
in the center of 

the country

2013 

Transition from erradication to 
containment strategy*

*under COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION of 26 September 2012 (2012/535/EU)

http://www2.icnf.pt/portal/florestas/prag-doe/plan-rel/resource/doc/rel/NMP-Relatorio-Execucao-Plano-Acao-Nac-set2020.pdf
http://www2.icnf.pt/portal/florestas/ifn
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dec_impl/2012/535/oj
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Tróia Case study (20 years of Pine Wood Nematode presence with active management) 
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1999
30 dead trees/ha
of which 60% had PWN

2019 
<1 dead trees/ha
of which 10% had PWN 

Available in Youtube Centro PINUS channel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCXZHYlIGm0
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The 3 Native Portuguese Pines
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Main exotic pines present in Portugal 
(small area) 

Monterey Pine
Pinus radiata

European black pine* 
Pinus nigra

Aleppo pine
Pinus halepensis

Maritime Pine*

Stone Pine

Scots Pine**

*Tested positive for PWN
** Oral information
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Maritime Pine (Pinus pinaster) 
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A native tree

Pioneer, resilient species
714 000 ha (- 27% since 1995)
Currently  the 3rd forest species  in Portugal
Forest fire is the biggest threat and decline cause

Pine stands are mostly:
- semi-natural and or with low intensity forest 
management
- small private holdings
- small landscape units (69% under 10 hectares)

High percentage of young and uneven aged stands
Understocked and overstocked stands are common
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Main impact in industry  
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Constraints and uncertainty in wood sourcing as new areas became infected

Heat treatment is compulsory even for the domestic wood pallets 

Particularly demanding for the sawmills, the “backbone” and more vulnerable sector

More paperwork and legal requirements to follow up| new procedures| new expenses

Industry probably took the  biggest impact since all the players were affected and their 

business lost competitivity 
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Managing Pine Wood Nematode
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Addressing and 
balancing these 
dimensions is 
strategic and 
demanding

Risk
perception

Effective risk
management

Science

Regulations
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Managing Pine Wood Nematode: risk perception and trust
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The PWN is an appealing theme for the press

Disinformation is also a risk do address

The perceived risk can easily outstand the field risk

Landowners give up managing or 

planting pine because they 

perceive it as a “lost cause”
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Managing Pine Wood Nematode: regulations
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Legal requirements may be overwelming for economic
operators and public organisms

Sometimes, details can “get in the way”of the big picture

Resources can be unsuficient and it is important to keep
a clear vision of the priorities
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Managing Pine Wood Nematode - Effective risk management
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7 Golden rules 

Sound scientific knowlege

Sharing operational experience

RigthTiming (with the biological cycle)

knowing wood main fluxes and stocks 

Effective Communication

Stakeholder cooperation

Financial, human and operational resources
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Managing Pine Wood Nematode -Effective risk management
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Key actions

Early detection|| Monitoring insect vector population dispersal in order to insure

Timely harvesting of simptomatic trees and waste cuting management

Wood transport and stocking control

Picture: Edmundo Sousa



www.centropinus.org
info@centropinus.org
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Thank you

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/centropinus/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/centropinus

Youtube: https://youtube.com/user/CentroPINUS

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/centropinus
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